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Abstract

Web archival materials are not direct traces of the web, they are direct traces of
crawlers. By design, the structure of web archives limits our collective capacity to
explore the memory of the Web. These structural issues induce temporal discontinuities
in the archives such as inconsistency, redundancy and blindness. In this paper, we
address the question of re-injecting continuity within large corpora of web archives. We
thus introduce the notions of persistences (series of time-stable snapshots of archived
web pages) and continuity spaces (networks of time-consistent persistences). We
demonstrate how – on the basis of a quality score – persistences can be used to select
subsets of web archives within which in-depth historical analysis can be conducted at
scale. We next propose to make use of a new visualization approach called the web
cernes to graphically reconstruct the multi-level evolution of an archived web site. We
finally apply our framework to study the archives of the firsttuesday movement: a
constellation of networking web sites that acted in the interest of the economical growth
of the web in the early 2000’s.

1 Introduction 1

Memory institutions have been archiving the web for the last 25 years in order to 2

preserve pieces of our digital heritage [1]. But just like Funes in Borges short story1, 3

national libraries and web archivists will never be able to achieve exhaustiveness. 4

Indeed, the web is too wide, too complex and too profuse to be entirely preserved. 5

Selection criteria stated by librarians, curators or politicians and applied by engineers 6

and crawlers thus determine the spatio-temporal coverage of web archives corpora. But 7

unlike traditional archival materials, the technical constraints of web archives influence 8

our capacity to study their historical content. Web archives can’t be understood apart 9

from their own archiving processes: crawlers tear web resources away from the 10

continuous temporality of the web2 and produce discretized snapshots strictly 11

timestamped by archiving dates. By design, ‘web archives are not direct traces of the 12

web, they are direct traces of crawlers’ [3]. 13

1.1 How to unlock the historical richness of web archives? 14

The web preservation movement has originally been sparked with the intuition that web 15

resources were intended to become valuable research materials in the hands of future 16

historians; and archiving pioneers indisputably succeeded in preserving what could be 17

1See the fable of ”Funes the Memorious” in Borges’ anthology Ficciones.
2See [2] for a wide review of web archiving techniques.
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saved in a short period of time3. Yet, the historical analysis of existing archives corpora 18

remains an open problem. Convincing qualitative approaches do exist (see 1.3), but 19

exploration tasks quickly become non-trivial when scholars widen the scope of their 20

analysis. At a large scale (more than a hundred pages), collections of web archives suffer 21

from being too broad or too rich and paradoxically incomplete: they lack 22

spatio-temporal continuity. 23

In this article, we think that the key to unlock large scale analysis of web archives 24

depends upon our capacity to resolve the problem of discontinuity induced by the 25

technical constraints of such materials. We thus propose a theoretical and practical 26

framework for reconstructing persistences and continuity spaces inside web archives 27

corpora (see 2). Persistences are series of time-stable snapshots of archived web pages. 28

Continuity spaces are networks of time-consistent persistences; that is, multi-level 29

evolving sets of coherent archived web resources in which researchers can conduct 30

historical analysis at scale. 31

We illustrate our approach by studying the history of a dead4 constellation of 32

networking web sites: the firsttuesday movement (see 3) that acted in the interest of the 33

growth of the ‘new economy ’ [4] in the early 2000’s. Our methodological contribution 34

has practical value for web archives explorers (historians, sociologists, anthropologists, 35

etc.) that aim at conducting large scale analysis of the past web. That is, any 36

diachronic study that goes beyond purely qualitative strategies (see 1.3). 37

We eventually plan to use web archives for a more systemic purpose. In line with 38

Complex Systems approaches, we think that our framework could be a first stone in the 39

study of the morphogenesis of the web (see 5). We consider the Web as a complex and 40

dynamic system shaped by socio-technical mechanisms explaining the emergence of 41

online collective forms. We thus aim at using web archives as raw materials to 42

reconstruct the evolutionary structure of the Web at various level of complexity from its 43

origins to the present day. 44

1.2 Research questions 45

In order to be able to give a concrete example of application in section 3, we restrict the 46

outcomes of our study to the fields of web history, web historiography and historical 47

research based on web archival materials. Within this application scope, we formulate 48

two broad research questions: 49

1. How can we reconstruct the evolution of a web site / group of web sites from their 50

full set of archived traces? 51

2. How can we reconstruct the evolution of an historical event whose traces can be 52

found within archived resources? 53

These questions complement one another as they investigate web archives from the 54

angle of both archives containers (1.) and archived content (2.). These questions will be 55

enriched with technical observations in section 1.5. Our investigations will also be 56

restricted to the scope of groups of less than 50 archived web sites that no longer exist 57

on the living web5. We discuss in section 4 the scalability limits of our method and we 58

question the possible benefits of combining dead, abandoned and living web sites. 59

3Launched in 1996, the Internet Archive library keeps the traces of over 747 billion of web pages, see
https://archive.org/.

4By using dead, we refer to web sites that no longer exist in the living web according to the terminology
introduced by [3].

5That is, dead web sites only
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1.3 The state of the art of web archiving 60

Our state of the art will be divided into two stages: we will first conduct a wide review 61

of the research domain of web archiving to clarify our own epistemological choices; we 62

will then focus on key methods and existing results that will be integrated in our own 63

approach (see 1.6). 64

Mapping the research domain of web archiving. Web archiving as a research 65

domain is almost as old as the web itself: B. Kahle launched the Internet Archive 66

initiative in 1996 [5], only 6 years after the invention of the web by T. Berners-Lee and 67

R. Caillaut in 1989-1990 [6]. The first academic papers appeared in 1997 but the 68

domain fully emerged around 2003 after the publication of the Charter on the 69

Preservation of Digital Heritage by the Unesco [1]. The core of web archiving literature 70

was mostly published between 2005 and 2015, it touches various domains like Computer 71

Sciences, Digital Humanities, Knowledge Management, etc. 72

In order to synthesize the scientific landscape of web archiving (sub-fields, trends, 73

research communities, etc.), we have analyzed the vocabulary used in a set of 738 74

related papers. We have then reconstructed a global semantic map from these extracted 75

terms and expressions by using the free text mining software GarganText [7]. Please 76

refer to S1 Appendix for a detailed review of the GarganText method. The resulting 77

map Figure 1 reveals communities of terms frequently used together (the numbered 78

dense area); that is the sub-fields of research that make up the whole domain of web 79

archiving. These sub-fields are numbered by lifespan order and can be labeled as follows: 80

Fig 1. Semantic map of the research domain of web archiving. Created with
GarganText from 738 papers metadata (title, date and abstract). Nodes are research
topics. The size of a node matches its degree and the size of its label matches its
PageRank. Main fields of research are colored and numbered by lifespan order [1..8].

1. Harvesting policies and selection criteria from the point of view of curators, digital 81

preservation and archives accessibility in libraries (1997 - 2010’s); 82

2. Development and uses of online archiving tools, the Internet Archive, the Wayback 83

Machine (1997 - 2010) and the Mementos suite (2010 - 2020); 84
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3. Search engines and indexation of archived resources (2006 - ...) regarding the 85

ephemerality of web pages and their changes frequency (2010’s); 86

4. Improving crawlers and crawling strategies, discussing the induced notions of 87

coherence and quality of web archives corpora (2009 - ...); 88

5. Social media and online communities analysis (2009 - ...). This sub-field relies on 89

Sociology and Anthropology but also on Graph Theory; 90

6. Maturity of web archives analysis with the practical and theoretical emergence of 91

web History and web Historiography (2009 - ...); 92

7. web Archaeology can be seen as a satellite of web History but more focused on the 93

history of web technologies (2009 - ...); 94

8. Interdisciplinary and emerging subjects such as gender, languages, online 95

practices, security or ethics (2015’s - ...) 96

After reviewing the Figure 1, we reinforce our intuition that there is a scientific need 97

for large scale explorations of web archives. There are very convincing qualitative or 98

micro-to-mezzo studies in field #6 [8–10] but too few tried to dive into the whole 99

richness of archived corpora. Our own contribution thus aims for weaving an epistemic 100

link between the technical outcomes of fields {#3, #4} and the historical analysis 101

approaches developed in the field #6. We want to investigate the inner structure of web 102

archives corpora – from a data analysis perspective – to address the question of their 103

temporal continuity and discontinuity. By doing so, we will be able to define a 104

multi-level exploration framework usable by historians and social scientists. To that end, 105

we will repurpose visualization works from field #5, extend pioneer studies introduced in 106

field #8 and use archived materials provided by the online tools of field #2. 107

1.4 Towards multiple levels of complexity 108

Thanks to the Figure 1, we notice that each sub-field of research focuses on a specific 109

level of archived resources and doesn’t seem to come out of it : national web for field #1, 110

platforms and networks of web sites for field #5, web sites for field #6, web pages for 111

field #4 along with fragmented approaches shared with field #8. In line with Complex 112

Systems principles, recent works [11,12] have yet shown that multi-level approaches 113

could enrich and refine the outcomes of Digital Humanities research. By choosing a 114

given level of complexity (a web page, a web site, a groups of web sites, etc.), we 115

determine the intrinsic nature of the temporal processes and properties we will be able 116

to analyze. By zooming in and out from one level to another within the same 117

framework, we could be able to understand the whole and complex network of dynamic 118

processes that make up the historical subject we try to reconstruct. Our contribution is 119

thus wider than proposing a quantitative study of web archives: we seek to conduct 120

multi-level explorations. 121

1.5 The discontinuity problem 122

The paper [3] has proven the following statement: ‘web archives are not direct traces of 123

the web, they are traces of crawlers’. This fact explains most of the issues encountered 124

while exploring web archives at scale from inconsistency to redundancy and temporal 125

blindness. In other words: discontinuity issues are induced by the technical nature of 126

web archives. To clarify the discontinuity problem, we define a minimalist web archiving 127

model inspired by [13] and illustrated with the Figure 2. There, a web page p evolves 128

along a continuous timeline. This page occasionally mutates over time by adding, 129
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modifying or removing content. It results in a series of changes T ∗ = {ti(p)}1≤i≤l. We 130

here make the assumption that we don’t know the nature of those changes. We then call 131

C∗ = {Cj}1≤j≤m an ordered series of crawls periodically scheduled to harvest p and 132

catch most of its mutations. Each crawl Cj goes with a lifespan ∆Cj = [tj , t
′
j ] with 133

tj < t′j and produces exactly one snapshot of p timestamped such as: 134

∀p,∀j, Cj : p 7→ cj(p) with tcj(p) = t′j

Here cj(p) is a snapshot taken by Cj and associated to a downloading date tcj(p). 135

Fig 2. A minimalist web archiving model where red dots are page’s mutations, blue
dots are archived snapshots resulting from a crawl and green dots are known page’s
mutations deduced from each crawl.

The continuous temporality of p is discretized by each crawl as p is reduced to a 136

finite collection of snapshots. This harvesting process binds the resulting archive to an 137

arbitrary downloading date disconnected from the original mutations of p. From that 138

point, our knowledge of the page evolution will strictly be determined through the 139

mutations caught by the crawls. We call {µ1(p), ...µk(p)} the set of known changes 140

which can be inferred based on crawls6. The dating of each known change goes with an 141

imprecision εµk
= µk(p)− ti(p). 142

Redundancies in web archives are induced by over-harvesting unchanged pages. 143

Temporal blindness comes from not having captured one or more page’s mutations. 144

Inconsistency occurs when we put in relation two archived pages p1, p2 collected by two 145

different crawls without knowing if one of them has evolved over the time span. 146

Checking such an inconsistency is only feasible by hand for corpora of less than one 147

hundred pages. Beyond this limit, the discontinuities are such that no existing method 148

can overcome them. The discontinuity problem of web archives thus results from the 149

combinations of redundancies, temporal blindness and inconsistency at the scale of 150

entire web sites, of communities of blogs, of larger sub-spaces of the web, etc. 151

Furthermore, this problem is highly increased by the timestamping imprecision εµk
. 152

To sum up, our main challenge will be to track remaining pieces of continuity within 153

existing corpora of web archives and to reconstruct explorable topographic spaces 154

(see 2). Such continuity spaces will depict the evolution of archived resources and 155

highlight sub-area of continuity where multi-level analysis might eventually be 156

conducted. In order to fulfil this goal, existing works will be re-used or extended. 157

1.6 Related work 158

Web archives coherence and quality. As we will deal with more than a single 159

archived page, we now need to extend the previous model with the notions of coherence 160

6An archived known change is detected if the content of p has evolved between two consecutive
crawls.
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and quality. Each of these notions have already been described by a distinct community 161

of scholars: coherence has been investigated in relation to search issues (field #3) and 162

quality has been defined regarding harvesting purposes (field #4). The notion of 163

coherence induces the presence of an observer that navigates through the archives by 164

means of a search engine. As the observer moves from one archived page to another, the 165

notion of coherence can be understood as a question of temporal consistency between 166

two visited archives. For its part, the notion of quality is a crawler-side metric: it 167

measures the completeness of a crawl regarding the current structure of a web site in 168

the living web. The work of M. Spaniol [13] made a connection between coherence and 169

quality by defining the extended notions of observable coherence and observable quality. 170

In what follows, we will reuse this two notions as quality scores to measure the temporal 171

and structural consistency of our own reconstructions. 172

Web fragments. Elementary approaches are sub-research fields of harvesting 173

issues (field #4). They aim for improving both focused-crawl strategies and the resulting 174

quality of the archived corpora by collecting more meaningful historical content for 175

future research. Various models have been successively introduced by the community: 176

visual elements extraction [14], blocks [15], segments [16] and main content 177

targeting [17]. The most recent model – the web fragment framework [3] – has the 178

particularity to take the point of view of an observer into account and to be usable in 179

an exploratory context. The web fragment is a disaggregated level of analysis where 180

archived pages are split into coherent fragments and timestamped by edition date. This 181

interdisciplinary work creates a direct connection between field #4 and field #6 by 182

implementing the theoretical notion of analytical web strata [18]. In addition, the web 183

fragment framework extends the notions of observable coherence and observable quality 184

by defining the notions of disaggregated observable coherence and quality [3]. This 185

framework is a key contribution for our own work as we aim for reconstructing the 186

evolution of archived resources at different levels of complexity. 187

Web Archives evolution and visualization. Due to discontinuity issues, using 188

web archives corpora to visualize the evolution of web resources at scale was not deeply 189

explored by scholars. The most convincing diachronic analysis were conducted from a 190

qualitative historical or historiographical perspective such as: the study of the 90’s ‘web 191

of pros ’ [8], the observation of diasporic online communities [10] or the analysis of dying 192

web sites [19]. Tools used to fulfill these studies were search engines parameterized for 193

browsing single archived web sites [20] or pages [21]. Quantitative approaches mostly 194

relied on temporal series of hyperlinks graphs in the wake of the pioneer works of M. 195

Toyoda and M. Kitsuregawa [22]. These approaches gave birth to practical tools like 196

webverse7 or Linkgate8. The hyperlink analysis method was also used to study 197

individual web sites [23], large communities [24] or national sub-spaces of the 198

web [25–28]. Some studies smartly bypass the complexity of studying archives evolution 199

by using visual data analysis [9, 29], text analysis [30] or crawler’s log analysis [31]. 200

Despite having played a key part in the history of web archives analysis, these past 201

works cannot be generalized (or hardly) to other research questions as they remain 202

connected to a specific topic, a given level of complexity or a sub-element of archived 203

resources (image, title, links, etc.). In this paper, we aim for building a agnostic and 204

multi-level methodology of exploration that could be applied to and from various 205

contexts. For this reason, we are particularly interested by the work of B. Fry: the 206

Anemone project [32]. As far as we know, this visualization is the first and only 207

attempt to reconstruct the dynamic evolution of a single archived web site in a generic 208

7See http://webverse.org/.
8See https://netpreserve.org/projects/linkgate.
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perspective. The Anemone results in an explorable graphical space where one can 209

witness the emergence of entire sub-parts of an archived web site over time. We will use 210

this work as inspiration for our own contribution. 211

Phylomemies. Phylomemies are inheritance networks of textual elements [33,34] 212

designed to reconstruct the evolution of semantic landscapes from raw texts. The 213

phylomemy reconstruction process thus combines advanced text-mining methods, 214

scientometrics, visualizations, and methods for the reconstruction of evolving complex 215

networks to reconstruct the latent semantic structures of an unstructured but 216

timestamped set of textual documents. In what follows, we will reconstruct 217

phylomemies from web archival materials and in order to study the history of online 218

debates and the evolution of topics within dead web sites. 219

2 Materials and methods 220

Our article intends to resolve the discontinuity problem of web archives and then to put 221

our solution into practice by analysing a real set of archived resources. Of course, we 222

want our case study and experimental material to be of interest for historians. We have 223

thus decided to explore the archives of the dead web site firsttuesday.com due to its 224

historical importance for digital capitalism and because of its complex structure as a 225

web portal that gathered online and offline communities of entrepreneurs and investors 226

in the late 90s. 227

2.1 Experimental material: the archives of firsttuesday.com 228

The year 1995 was a turning point in the history of the Web: the Initial Public Opening 229

of Netscape in August 1995 marked the beginning of the 2000’s dot-com bubble. The 230

expansion of this New Economy came out of the idea that Internet and the Web could 231

create new type of business markets and achieve unprecedented returns on 232

investment [4]. The Web quickly became the source of a financial euphoria and a gold 233

rush. By that time, venture capital was massively available and valuations in startups 234

related to Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) followed an exponential 235

growth. Starting an online business required almost no capital base and consequently 236

startups popped up all over the USA and Canada before reaching Europe [35]. Stock 237

options over-increased the capitalization of young companies and venture capitalists 238

lavishly spent their investments in search of short term profits. Between 1995 and 2000, 239

the Web was no more the territory of nerds and inventors, it was the playground of 240

entrepreneurs and investors: one could easily make millions of dollars on the basis of an 241

attractive business plan. The dot-com bubble crashed in March 2000 and dragged the 242

global valuation of tech-markets down with it. It took almost ten years – and the 243

success of Facebook – for confidence in the digital markets to return. 244

Created in 1998 in Great-Britain, the First Tuesday events played a key role during 245

this period of euphoria. Every First Tuesday evening of each month, big meetings 246

gathered hundreds of investors and entrepreneurs together in prestigious places 247

(luxurious hotels, headquarters of companies, ministries, etc.). Keynote lectures given 248

by renowned startup founders were announced online on firsttuesday.com. But beyond 249

those speeches, coming to a First Tuesday event was the occasion for entrepreneurs 250

(marked with a yellow badge) to meet investors (marked with a green badge), to put on 251

their business plan and eventually to raise funds. For a few hours, these events turned 252

themselves into giant ephemeral social networks. In the early 2000s, the concept of the 253

First Tuesday spread throughout North America and Europe in the form of regional and 254
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local chapters. The First Tuesday events peaked in 2001 before slowly decreasing and 255

becoming confidential as born digital networking platforms like LinkedIn rose. 256

Despite their historical importance, the First Tuesday events have not yet been 257

studied by scholars and, as far as we know, there are no records left of these meetings. 258

However, we think that some valuable information can be found in the archives of the 259

web site firsttuesday.com. Indeed, it acted as a hub for the whole community with ads 260

for upcoming events (date, place and description), reports of past meetings, a discussion 261

forum and a list of local chapters9.The archives of firsttuesday.com might be used to 262

understand the staging of the narratives of the 2000s web economy (heroization of 263

business leaders, entrepreneurial success stories, etc.) and study, by extension, the 264

genesis of the myths of today’s digital capitalism. The symbolic world of startups has 265

been driven by the invention of a common language (“founders”, “stock-options”, 266

“success”, etc.) and by the faith in shared dreams and utopia like the figure of the self 267

made man [36]. 268

As an experimental protocol, we have asked historians for research questions related 269

to the historical context and content of the firsttuesday.com web site. These questions 270

will be addressed one by one in section 3 : 271

� How did the structure of firsttuesday.com evolve throughout time? Have any new 272

sections been created? Can we follow the evolution of its graphic design? Can we 273

qualify the nature of the interactions between users inside the platform? 274

� Can we reconstruct the development of the First Tuesday constellation? What 275

were the differences between the regional chapters and the main web site? Were 276

there any local particularities? 277

� Can we map the dissemination of the First Tuesday events over time and space? 278

� Were there temporally, geographically or thematically structured networks of 279

sponsors and speakers? 280

� Can we study the structure and dynamics of the vocabulary used during the 281

meetings? Can we reconstruct the semantic landscape of the New Economy? 282

Data sets. The archives of firsttuesday.com have been extracted from the Internet 283

Archive database by using the Wayback CDX Server API. We have first harvested a 284

collection of 8280 snapshots before reducing them to set of 3670 de-duplicated captures 285

that represent 1507 unique archived web pages. This data set is called D1 and covers a 286

period of 12 years from the first capture of firsttuesday.com in 1999 to its death in 2010. 287

By quickly analysing the HTML content of D1, we find that at least 203 pages10 288

haven’t been preserved by Internet Archive. The loss of these web resources especially 289

concerns the online discussion forum of firsttuesday.com. We next use D1 to reconstruct 290

the citation neighbourhood of firsttuesday.com by following its outgoing hyperlinks. We 291

divide this neighbourhood in two distinct data sets: the First Tuesday constellation 292

called D2 that gathers a list of 101 web sites whose domain names contain the term 293

“firsttuesday” apart from the main portal firsttuesday.com; and D3 a corpus of 1034 294

web sites whose domain names do not contain “firsttuesday”. The data set D2 gathers 295

the regional chapters of firsttuesday.com (standalone sites, yahoo groups and e-groups) 296

while D3 mostly assembles the technological and financial sponsors of the events11. 297

9Those local places were either standalone sites – quasi-siblings of the original firsttuesday.com – or
simple discussion groups hosted by larger platforms (yahoo groups, e-groups, etc.)

10An un-archived page is a web page cited in D1 and whose url starts with the prefix firsttuesday.com
but that is not part of the Internet Archive database.

11The corpus D1, D2 and D3 can be downloaded at https://doi.org/10.7910/DVN/EAFOHY
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2.2 Software 298

For requirements of repeatability and accessibility, we choose to use free and 299

open-source technologies. We aim not only to build software that can be deployed on 300

large clusters of servers but also to let non-computer specialists use these technologies 301

from their own personal laptops for small-to-medium scale analysis. We have thus 302

developed a set of generic Python scripts – the Déndron12 suite – for harvesting web 303

archives (2.1), detecting persistences (2.3.1) and building continuity spaces (2.3.2). 304

Déndron also goes with a web interface designed to visualize and explore web 305

cernes (2.3.5). See S2 Appendix for implementation details. In addition, we use the free 306

text mining software GarganText [37] for analysing the textual content of the archives 307

and for reconstructing their temporal dynamics (3.5). 308

2.3 Method of reconstruction of continuity spaces 309

The empirical cartography of parts of the living Web, popularized in the 2010’s by 310

software like Gephi [38] and research projects like the e-diasporas Atlas [39], has proven 311

that researchers could make use of graph visualization to study the structure of the Web 312

and analyse the complexity of online social relationships at a given moment. By 313

following a similar approach from web archives, we could add a temporal dimension to 314

our investigations and thus increase our capacity to understand the dynamics of digital 315

social systems. Unfortunately, we have shown in subsection 1.5 that discontinuity issues 316

induced by crawlers prevent us from conducting such analysis at large scale. In what 317

follows, we will introduce a method to rearrange sets of archived pages in the form 318

of persistences. These persistences will then be used to detect, reconstruct and 319

visualize continuity spaces within corpora of web archives and eventually help us to 320

address historical research questions as listed in subsection 2.1. 321

2.3.1 Persistences 322

We aim at re-introducing a form of duration in the discretized temporality of web 323

archives corpora. According to the philosopher H. Bergson, the concept of duration can 324

be defined as “a time perceived and lived” that “coexists in consciousness with a series 325

of successive states” [40]. In other words, the duration is a phenomenological 326

construction that induces the presence of a subjective observer. The analogy of this 327

definition with the model depicted by the Figure 2 is clarifying. Indeed, while browsing 328

web archives, we experience what remains of the past Web through the perception of 329

crawlers in the form of finite collections of snapshots. We thus think that the key to 330

eventually reconstruct continuity spaces is to define such a notion of duration applied to 331

web archives. In particular, we need to focus on subsets of durations called persistences. 332

For a given archived web page p, we define a persistence τn as a temporal sequence 333

of unchanged snapshots cj(p) such as: 334

τn = (cj(p))1≤j≤m with c≺j (p) = c�j (p) and tc≺j (p) < tc�j (p)

In extreme cases, if the crawler archived p only once, τn will take the form of a single 335

snapshot; that is, a persistence without duration called impermanence. If the page 336

didn’t change during the entire crawling campaign C∗, it will results in a single 337

long-duration persistence. On the contrary, if p changed between every crawl there will 338

be exactly m impermanences. So the nature of τn depends on the quality of the 339

12Déndron is downloadable at https://gitlab.iscpif.fr/qlobbe/dendron. Licence : AGPL +
CECILL v3
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crawling campaign as illustrated with Figure 3. In what follows, we will focus on 340

persistences that are not impermanences13. 341

Fig 3. Persistences (brown lines) and impermanences (brown dots).

Multi-level persistences. Persistences can be defined at various levels of 342

complexity by aggregating sets of archived pages based on structural rules (domain 343

names, hyperlinks, etc.) or qualitative choices (common themes, historical periods, 344

social groups, etc.). By doing so, we meet the multi-level requirements formulated in 345

section 1.3 and move from the pages’ granularity to the larger level of an ad hoc 346

aggregator called P. 347

The global aggregation function Γ can be decomposed into three operators that 348

correspond to three main steps Γ = 3γ ◦ 2γ ◦ 1γ. The first operator 1γ is a selection 349

function that acts at the page level. It shades the minimal model of Figure 2 by 350

allowing the researcher to choose whether a known change µk(p) has to be taken into 351

account or not. It qualifies the nature of those changes regarding a given research 352

question as discussed in [41,42]. The second operator 2γ constructs persistences from 353

the results of 1γ inside each page as defined by Figure 3. The last operator 3γ is a 354

merger function that aggregates sets of persistences {τn(p)}p∈P into a single 355

series τ∗(P). This merger is based on a set algebra between persistences and/or 356

impermanences. In fact, the concrete configuration of Γ depends on each research 357

question. In 3.2, we give an example of such an aggregation at a web site level. 358

Continuity links. At the page level, if their durations overlap, a continuity link can 359

be drawn between two persistences belonging to two different pages p1 and p2 such as: 360

Lx(1, 2) = {τn(p1), τn′(p2)} with [t1, t
′
1] ∩ [t2, t

′
2] 6= ∅

There, [t1, t
′
1] is the duration of τn(p1) and [t2, t

′
2] is the duration of τn′(p2). The 361

continuity link Lx(1, 2) is undirected and there might be several links between p1 and p2 362

as explained with Figure 4. At a higher level of complexity, with two aggregators P1 363

and P2, continuity links will take the form of L∗x′(1, 2) = {τ∗n(P1), τ∗n′(P2)}. 364

Fig 4. Three continuity links (red arrow) are drawn between the persistences of pages
p1 and p2 as their durations overlap (yellow area).

13We however note that it might be interesting to focus on sequences of impermanences to study
moments of high activity in an archived web page.
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2.3.2 Graph of continuity 365

Persistences have so far been defined as unidimensional objects. We now combine them 366

to create explorable continuity spaces by using a geometric approach. A graph of 367

continuity is thus a network of persistences and continuity links defined as G = (N ,L) 368

with N = {τn(p)}p∈P∗ and L = {Lx(p, p′)}p,p′∈P∗ where P ∗ represents a coherent 369

subset of archived pages, for instance all the snapshots that belonged to the same 370

domain name. 371

But such a graph could quickly become very dense as we might attempt to weave all 372

the possible continuity links between elements of P ∗ with a maximal computational 373

complexity of O(n3). We however don’t need to compute all those links. Indeed, we 374

want G to respect the historical browsing experience of P ∗ in the same way crawlers and 375

web users did years ago. That’s the reason why we choose to add series of constraint 376

operators {yϕ} design to spatially or structurally control the making of the graph such 377

as G = (yϕ ◦ .. ◦ 2ϕ ◦ 1ϕ) ◦ (N ,L). For instance, in section 3.1, we only draw continuity 378

links between archived pages connected by hyperlinks or between sibling pages 379

belonging to the same stage in the tree like URI structure of firsttuesday.com. 380

2.3.3 Continuity spaces 381

Graphs of continuity can be studied through the lens of graph theory to extract 382

temporally and structurally coherent sub-spaces such as cliques, connected components 383

and cycles: 384

� cliques are subsets of nodes such that every two distinct nodes are adjacent. In 385

our model, a clique embodies a space of complete continuity ; 386

� connected components are connected sub-graphs where nodes are linked together 387

through (at least) one path. Within graphs of continuity, connected components 388

can bee understood as spaces of partial continuity ; 389

� cycles are non-empty trials in which first and last nodes are equals. Provided that 390

crawls are of good quality, cycles will follow and interlock over the course of time. 391

At the level of a given archived web site, breaks between cycles will point out 392

major changes in the history of the site’s structure: arrival of a new CMS, global 393

redesign of a graphic chart, etc. 394

Continuity spaces are new scientific objects in the research domain of web archiving. 395

They are to become the subject of studies dedicated to their topographic properties 396

(density, size or vicinity ; see 3.1). They will also serve as reliable starting points for 397

data driven historical research, they will be stable fields from where archived traces of 398

past phenomenon will be extracted (see 3.5). 399

2.3.4 Temporal and structural quality 400

The corollary of the existence of continuity spaces is that the temporal and structural 401

quality of any historical analysis of web archives will now be measurable. Indeed, prior 402

to any analysis, relevant set of archived snapshots are selected and extracted from the 403

main corpora. This selection obviously shapes the quality of the upcoming results. And 404

we are entitled to ask ourselves: what would be the scientific quality of an analysis 405

based on totally incoherent elements? 406

This question can now be addressed through continuity spaces by projecting the 407

input data of any analysis onto these area. Are the input snapshots all part of the same 408

continuity space? Are they on the crossing of different cliques? Are they strictly 409

composed of unconnected spaces? etc. 410
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To clarify this idea, we define a temporal and structural quality function inspired by 411

the “crawl quality” function of M. Spaniol et al. in [13]. We first refer to A(P∗) as a 412

given historical analysis. We call P∗ the set of archived pages used as research material 413

by A. We denote by S∗ the complete set of continuity spaces reconstructed from P∗. 414

Any Si ∈ S∗ is a graph Si = (Ni,Li) whose nodes Ni are persistences τ∗i . In what 415

follows, we restrict the comparison of two continuity spaces to the comparison of their 416

nodes14. The most simple and classical measurement that can be used to compare two 417

sets of elements is the Jaccard index. Given two spaces S1 and S2 reduced to sets of 418

nodes N1 = τ∗1 and N2 = τ∗2 , the Jaccard index is defined by: 419

J(S1,S2) =
|N1 ∩N2|
|N1 ∪N2|

such as J(S1,S2) 7→ [0, 1]

A broader similarity function can be defined to take into account subspaces: 420

D(S1,S2) =

{
1, if S1 ⊆ S2 or S2 ⊆ S1
J(S1,S2), otherwise

Finally, the overall temporal and structural quality of an analysis A is defined by: 421

Q(A) =

∑n
i

∑n
j D(Si,Sj)

n(n− 1)

This quality function can be used to improve the repeatability of exploration methods of 422

web archives and support the development of this field as a scientific domain: two 423

results obtained from a same collection of archives can be compared, a given exploration 424

method can be challenged regarding its quality, the result of an analysis can be 425

improved by merging multiple corpora given the evolution of the quality function, etc. 426

This measure can also be used during the exploration step to help researchers choosing 427

the best level of complexity ; knowing that this function can be applied to various 428

granularity. 429

2.3.5 Web cernes and dendro-reconstruction 430

Persistences can be used for visualization purposes as they reflect the structural 431

evolution of archived web sites. In what follow, we aim at projecting a graph of 432

continuity into a graphical space and interact with it. We thus want to come up with a 433

meaningful representation able to translate the local and global dynamics of a given web 434

site (emergence, growth, adaptation, phases, etc.) and reveal the way it organized itself 435

into evolving sub spaces. This new type of visualization will be designed to reduce a web 436

site made of hundred of pages into a single and significant shape comparable to other. 437

But as explained in 1.3, the question of the visualization of web archives remains an 438

open subject. Previous works have mostly chosen to make the tree-like structure of 439

archived URLs appear in their end visualizations even if those trees are much more the 440

reflection of an internal skeleton than the traces of an external shape. Indeed, the 441

mental image built by a web user while browsing a web site is midway between a 442

hierarchical and an organic representation [32]. In our proposition, URLs trees will be 443

used in the background to guarantee a structural coherence to our visualization and 444

only persistences and continuity spaces will be visible. 445

In the same way as [32], our inspiration comes from nature and in particular from 446

tree-rings also called cernes. Tree-rings are horizontal cross sections cut through the 447

trunk of a tree and occurring in layers. Tree-rings give evidence of yearly trees growth 448

14Future developments will be dedicated to the review of more precise comparison measures [43] able
to with all the complete topographic properties of graphs (nodes and links).
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and can be used to date them (i.e., the dendrochronology) or to study climate evolution 449

from wood (i.e., the dendroclimatology). 450

We call our visualization technique the web cernes. In the web cernes, the bark of a 451

web site (its external shape) results from the growth of each archived pages along 452

anamorphic timelines. These pages are organised around a central axis by following the 453

dendro-reconstruction method. This method is illustrated by the Figure 5 and can be 454

decomposed as a six steps process: 455

Fig 5. The six steps of the dendro-reconstruction method to produce web cernes

1. We first harvest all the archives of the targeted web site. We aggregate them by 456

URL and extract references to un-archived resources (see 2.1). This primary 457

corpus is called P∗. We next reconstruct persistences and impermanences from 458

P∗ and compute their continuity graph G along with continuity spaces S∗. We 459

then aggregate the nodes of G regarding their respective URL and finally use the 460

Louvain method [44] to split this aggregated graph into large partitions {gi} (the 461

coloured dense communities in Figure 5.1). 462

2. At the same time, we use the web fragment method [3] to ascertain the creation 463

date of every page. We count the number of new pages created per year and draw 464

in Figure 5.2 a series of concentric dotted circles for each of these years. The 465

center of the figure called O thus corresponds to January 1st of the oldest year 466

and the distance between to subsequent years t1 and t2 matches the number of 467

pages created throughout t1. 468

3. We reconstruct the URLs tree from P∗ and use it as a reference to sort the 469

partitions {gi}. Indeed, each of these partitions can be moved closer or further 470

away from each other according to the distance between their respective pages in 471

the URLs tree. We thus end up with a sorted series of {gi} that can be projected 472

into the visualization and distributed around the pole O. The partition that 473

includes the home page of the targeted site is put at the upright top position of O. 474

Following the same procedure, the pages are then sorted within each partition 475
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before being associated to a set of polar coordinates. We finally draw a line for 476

every page (the coloured lines in Figure 5.3). 477

4. From a graphical perspective, each page spreads along a dedicated line bounded 478

by the page’s creation and last archiving dates. Those lines can indeed be seen as 479

anamorphic temporal axis shaped by the graduation of the dotted circles. We 480

next replace each lines by their corresponding page’s persistences and 481

impermanences (the black lines and dots in Figure 5.4). Un-archived resources are 482

depicted by orange dots. 483

5. We draw an external curve (the red line in Figure 5.5) by joining the end of each 484

individual page’s line. This curve contains all the graphical elements and thus 485

finalizes the shape of the web cernes. 486

6. We project the continuity spaces (the blue lines in Figure 5.6) to highlight areas 487

where large scale analysis can be conducted without inconsistency. 488

3 Results 489

Through the notion of persistence, we develop an analytical framework that turns raw 490

archival materials into explorable visualizations. We apply this framework to the 491

historical study of the archives of firsttuesday.com. We thus address each research 492

questions formulated in 2.1. We investigate the online/offline federal strategy of the 493

firsttuesday ecosystem. We analyse its rise and death in relation to the crash of the 494

dot-com bubble in the early 2000’s. We show how the firsttuesday events acted as 495

melting pots for the development of digital capitalism’s narratives. All our analysis are 496

based on the exploration of the corpus D1. 497

3.1 The structural evolution of the web site firsttuesday.com 498

The first question asked by historians in 2.1 was: How has the structure of 499

firsttuesday.com evolved throughout time? To answer this question, we first calculate 500

the persistences from D1 before reconstructing the web cernes. The Figure 6 thus 501

represents the evolving shape of firsttuesday.com within which twelve consistent spaces 502

are numbered and coloured. 503

The platform was mainly active between 2000 and 2003 with a growth peak during 504

the winter 2000 - 2001 (28, 4% of its 1657 archived pages were created between January 505

and December 2000). Its activity quickly decreased after 2004. We notice the loss of the 506

discussion forum (space #11 in Figure 6). Created in April 2000, this section was 507

unfortunately never archived. On the whole, the structure of firsttuesday.com was 508

stable over time as we found no major discontinuity in the home and menu pages area 509

(space #1). In other words: the main structuring pages had just to undergo minor 510

evolutions. The only noticeable change affected the editorial content of space #6 that 511

moved from main pages to a dedicated section called content in 2001. The space #2 512

bears witness of an ephemeral attempt to promote alternative events called Wireless 513

Wednesday. The descriptions of those mobile related events moved to a dedicated web 514

site named wirelesswednesday.com in the late 2001 before disappearing in 2003. The 515

archived content published on firsttuesday.com can be divided into two categories: the 516

standalone and static editorial content created by the web site team (spaces #1, #6, #10) 517

and the content that gathered information from the entire firsttuesday ecosystem (ie, 518

the local chapters and events). The second category gave form to the most important 519

part of the site. Local and regional firsttuesday chapters were described within space #3. 520

There, one could find links to the standalone web sites of each chapters along with 521
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practical informations (scheduling of local events, organization chart, etc.). An 522

interactive map was set up in 2003 (space #4) in order to visualize and synthesize all the 523

existing worldwide chapters. New chapters were somehow crowdsourced by means of 524

registration forms (space #5). Thus, firsttuesday.com was more a platform for the 525

federation and organisation of an decentralized community than a focal point from 526

which the movement was governed. This unifying will was embodied by way of a global 527

agenda of firsttuesday events gathered inside spaces #7, #8, #9 where meaningful 528

informations were shared: date, place, participants, speakers, etc. 529

Fig 6. Web cernes reconstructed from the archives of firsttuesday.com. The colored
numbered areas feature spaces of continuity. Explore the interactive version.

The union of spaces #7, #8, #9 forms an interesting corpus that can be used to 530

analyse the firsttuesday events from an historical perspective. We call this corpus D4. 531

Its temporal and structural quality is of 0.215 which is significantly better than the rest 532

of the site (QD1\D4
= 0.057). The figure 11 in Appendix thus shows the dense 533

placement of continuity cliques over D1. 534

3.2 Rise and death of the firsttuesday constellation 535

In a second phase, historians asked us to extend our analyses and study the evolution of 536

the whole firsttuesday constellation; that is, all the archived web sites related to the 537

firsttuesday initiative that were gravitating around the main platform. 538

To do this, we use the corpus D2 (see 2.1) that contains a list of all the out-citation 539

links of firsttuesday.com mentioning “firsttuesday” in their own domain names. We 540

restrict this list to the standalone web sites only and remove the yahoo groups and 541

e-groups. We end up with a constellation of 37 web sites15. For every site, we harvest 542

the archived pages, we calculate the persistences and we reconstruct the web cernes. We 543

next collect all the in/out-citation links between the members of the constellation to 544

shape a network of web cernes. We spatialize16 this network with Gephi. The Figure 7 545

reveals the evolution of the firsttuesday constellation between 1999 and 2010. This 546

representation can be studied at a global level or at a site level by zooming in within 547

the web cernes. 548

1534 sites have been archived by Internet Archive, 3 have not.
16We here use the force atlas algorithm [38].
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Fig 7. Online network of the firsttuesday constellation. 13237 archived pages are
rearranged into web cernes that feature the evolution of 37 web sites. Grey paths are
in/out-citations links. The network is spatialized with Gephi. White to orange shades
map the creation date of each site. Black dots are unarchived sites. Explore the
interactive version.

Created in 1999, the main platform firsttuesday.com is the oldest site of the 549

constellation and obviously occupies a central position in the network. Its neighbours 550

can be divided in two categories in light of their connectivity. 551

Poorly connected sites with degree < 3 are spatialized in the upper-right part of the 552

graph17. These sites are only connected to the main platform and are among the 553

youngest ones of all the constellation. They bear witness of the attempt of the 554

movement to locally survive or revive itself despite its worldwide decline in 2002. 555

The lower-left part of the network is much more connected and seems to maintain a 556

form of autonomy from the main platform. They connect to each other without 557

necessarily going through firsttuesday.com. This fact reinforces the hypothesis that 558

firsttuesday.com was first and foremost an aggregator, a showcase site for the 559

community and not a top down organiser. At a global level, this constellation does not 560

differ from other early 2000s online networks [45]. They share common characteristics 561

like: being a sparse graph (its density is of 0.15), having a distribution of sites’ degree 562

that follows a power law (see the figure 12 in Appendix) and being structure around a 563

giant connected component. From a graphical, structural and editorial point of view, 564

each site of the constellation can be seen as a sibling of the main platform. The .co.uk, 565

.sk, .de and .lu sites are thus quasi clones of firsttuesday.com. None of them tried to 566

differentiate itself. On the contrary, this common design seems to have been a mark of 567

belonging to the community. We nevertheless have found some evolutionary 568

particularities: 569

� in the wake of the Web 2.0, the Hungarian chapter set up in 2004 a blog section 570

with the possibility to comment news and events ; 571

� the Belgian chapter staged the creation of a an online business by way of a FAQ 572

section with some storytelling ; 573

17The sites with extensions north.com,.es,.br,.be,scotland.es,frankfurt.com,cincinnati.com and
krakow.pl are considered as poorly connected.
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� the Norwegian and Czech chapters briefly revived the firsttuesday concept by 574

massively re-organizing local events in 2003 ; 575

� the Italian chapter led a double life. Before 2002, its activity was similar to the 576

rest of the constellation (with events and editorial content). After 2009, the site 577

tried to reinvent itself by becoming a news platform and a LinkedIn like dating 578

site between startup founders and investors ; 579

� the Luxembourgish chapter long survived through its discussion forum ; 580

� after a long period of inactivity the English and German chapters lost their 581

domain names in 2006 to be replaced by miscellaneous online adds. 582

Except for the Spanish chapter (created in 2007), the activity of the constellation 583

decreased in 2003 and the network almost died after 2004. Afterwards, the survivors 584

tried to follow the technical evolution of the web (blogs, professional dating app and 585

social network). But the strength of the firsttuesday initiative came from the vivacity of 586

its offline community and from its capacity to act as a worldwide network. After the 587

collapse of the community, the remaining isolated chapters failed to locally revive the 588

firsttuesday concept. 589

3.3 Tracking the geographical evolution of events through time 590

The organization of events between startup founders and investors was a the heart of 591

the firsttuesday initiative especially between 2000 and 2002. As the corpus D4 turns out 592

to be of good quality compared to the rest of the archives and as it aggregates most of 593

the events published in the rest of the constellation, we now dive into the archived pages 594

of D4 in order to address the third question asked by historians: Can we map the 595

dissemination of the firsttuesday events over time and space? 596

We here use the web fragment framework (see 1.6) to extract from D4 and date with 597

precision as much events descriptions as possible. An event description may include in 598

its raw text part or the totality of the following informations: a date, a place, a list of 599

invited speakers, a list of sponsors and a description of the topics to be discussed. We 600

thus extract and de-duplicate 593 event descriptions from D4. Among them18, 554 can 601

be precisely geolocated at a city scale from 2000 to 2005. Events that happened before 602

2000 seem to have not been archived or even published online. The 8 represents the 603

evolution of the geographical distribution of these events. 604

The temporal distribution of these events matches the structural dynamics of 605

firsttuesday.com which confirms that the online activity of the site was mostly the 606

reflection of the offline development of the community. On the whole, the events took 607

place in the Western world starting with the United States and then Europe. In the 608

USA, the events gathered in the West Coast and global West around the technology and 609

financial centres of the early 2000s (Chicago, Washington DC, Cincinnati, Miami, etc.). 610

In Europe, events were concentrated in the capitals, starting in the United Kingdom in 611

2000 and gradually spreading eastwards in 2001 (Poland, Estonia, Lithuania, etc.). We 612

notice the importance of the Luxembourgish and Swiss chapters in terms of number of 613

events and longevity: they both were the most important producers of events in Europe 614

from 2001 to 2005. On the contrary, in the USA the events’ count drastically decreased 615

after 2002. In the rest of the world, the presence of the firsttuesday events was much 616

more negligible even if they survived until 2004 in South Africa and Australia. 617

18For some fragments, we have not been able to extract a place from the raw text. This is mainly due
to an incomplete preservation of the pages.
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Fig 8. Geographical distribution of the archived firsttuesday events per year. Circles
are cities. Their size maps the number of events. The colours distinguish the countries.

3.4 Interaction network between speakers and sponsors 618

Graph theory has long been used by historians to reconstruct evolving networks of 619

social groups from timestamped interactions [46]. In particular, cliques can represent 620

groupings where each entity is related to all others. Cliques might thus reveal precise 621

indications of how an economy is organised by enlightening real and de facto historical 622

associations between social actors. We now use this approach to address the fourth 623

question of historians: Were there temporally, geographically or thematically structured 624

networks of sponsors and speakers? 625

Sponsors played a key role in the development of the firsttuesday movement: they 626

made use of their industrial reputation to promote the events, they helped organizers to 627

find prestigious places for the meetings and eventually gave some money. In addition, 628

some speakers (entrepreneurs, startup creators, etc.) were invited to showcase the 629

weekly events and frame the subject of informal discussions that followed. By 630

reconstructing the relationships between those key players through space and time, we 631

might be able to enrich our understanding of the industrial and financial landscape of 632

the firsttuesday initiative, to analyse the local audience and organizers. Fortunately, 633

sponsors and speakers were announced within the archived events descriptions. So we 634

first re-dive into the textual content of the 593 events listed previously and, for each 635

event, we extract key players and categorized them as sponsor, speaker or both. We 636

then draw links between every players that participated to a common event. We end up 637

with a complex network of interactions from which we compute cliques to enrich our 638

analysis. Speakers or sponsors who do not belong to any clique are categorised as 639

isolates. Speakers or sponsors who belong to at least three different cliques are 640

categorised as hubs. The Figure 9 synthesizes our findings. 641
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Fig 9. Network of 712 speakers and sponsors. A link indicates that two economic
players participated to a common event. Players in blue are part of clique. Players in
green are part of at least 3 cliques, there are called hubs. Players in pink are part of no
clique. The size of the nodes maps their degree.

This network19 is made of a single connected component but the unity of the whole 642

is fragile: its structure is only maintained by hubs. All the hubs are in fact sponsors, 643

financial or tech companies involved in the organisation of the events. We thus deduce 644

that the global cohesion of the firsttuesday community was not due to the audience or 645

to the invited speakers but to the sponsors and industrial benefactors. We also notice 646

that no sponsor can be categorized as truly global. Microsoft and the consulting cabinet 647

Deloitte are the only ones with a worldwide dimension as they are somehow central in 648

the network. But the majority of the sponsoring hubs are regional (with two or three 649

local subsidiaries like IBM, Sun, etc.) or national companies (Accenture, 650

Hewlett-Packard, etc.). These sponsors are equally distributed between technological 651

actors (electronic or internet-related companies) and financial players (consulting 652

cabinets, banks, law firms, etc.). In Luxembourg and Switerzland, where the 653

domiciliation and administration of investment funds is facilitated by governments, we 654

note the presence of public sponsors such as the Chamber of Commerce of Luxembourg 655

along with private actors. Here, sponsors act as local connectors between unmixed 656

cliques of speakers. This reflects the idea of a developing economic landscape rather 657

than an already established market driven by central players. 658

The most remarkable feature of this network is the presence of non-overlapping 659

cliques essentially constituted of invited speakers (the dense communities of blues 660

nodes). Non-overlapping cliques are even the most common observable shapes in the 661

Figure 9. Indeed, each clique reflects a geographical and temporal framed group of 662

speakers that didn’t moved from one chapter to another. It is thus common to find 663

19Network downloadable at https://doi.org/10.7910/DVN/EAFOHY
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within a given local chapter two or three unmixed cliques that have only existed for a 664

single year (see the figure 13 in Appendix). We can hypothesise here that the 665

firsttuesday community was characterised by a high turnover caused by the collapse of 666

the dot-com bubble and the global instability of the web market. But if all the 667

participants were so isolated within their respective chapters, what then made the 668

movement coherent? Can we still call it a community? 669

3.5 The evolving semantic landscape of the firsttuesday events 670

We believe that the unity of the firsttuesday community is to be found in the vocabulary 671

used to describe the events published online. Through the choice of specific words and 672

expressions or through the themes addressed, symbolic markers and unifying narrative 673

schemes are deployed. We thus now address the last question asked by historian: Can 674

we study the structure and dynamics of the vocabulary used during the meetings? 675

Fig 10. Phylomemy reconstructed from the textual descriptions of 544 firsttuesday
events. Blue dots are groups of terms or expressions frequently used together. The
content of the blue dots can be seen in the interactive version of this phylomemy. White
terms are meaningful terms spatialized when and where they appeared in the whole
structure. Yellow terms highlight the most important topics discussed during the events.

To that end, we dive into the raw textual content20 of the events descriptions 676

extracted from the corpus D4. We acknowledge that these descriptions are incomplete 677

in the sense that they do not reflect the full reality of the offline meetings. But as they 678

were intended to promote the events online, we hypothesize that their textual content 679

was very meaningful, semantically dense and particularly precise. In order to reveal the 680

latent and evolving structure of this vocabulary we choose to use the phylomemy 681

reconstruction method (see 1.6). The corpus of 544 events description is first analysed 682

by GarganText [7] where advanced text-mining algorithms extract a list of 637 683

meaningful terms and expressions21. Then the corpus is divided into fixed periods of 3 684

months. Within each period, groups of terms frequently used together (the blue circles 685

in the Figure 10) are detected. Then, the phylomemy reconstruction process weaves 686

kinship links between semantically similar groups of terms from one period of time to 687

another. Groups of terms connected through time are called branches. A branch thus 688

20The corpus D4 is reduced to a set of 544 documents containing raw textual descriptions.
21The corpus, the list of terms and the phylomemy can be downloaded at https://doi.org/10.7910/

DVN/EAFOHY
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represents a time-coherent topic discussed during one or more firsttuesday events. The 689

resulting phylomemy can be visualized by means of the Figure 10. This structure 690

translate at a global scale the evolution of the semantic landscape of the firsttuesday 691

community from 2000 to 2005. 692

The temporal distribution of the events follow the same patterns than the geospatial 693

analysis of section 3.3 with a peak of meetings in 2001 and 2002. We however found no 694

geographical specificity in the phylomemy which means that the main topics were 695

debated in an undifferentiated way from the USA to Europe. 696

On the purely semantic side, three axis of analysis wan be followed to understand 697

the phylomemy. First of all, we notice the continuous presence of elements of 698

vocabulary used to qualify the different participants to the meetings: venture capitalist, 699

financier, founder, analyst, entrepreneurs, etc. Apart from a few ephemeral attempts to 700

diversify themself (wirelesswednesday, matchmaking, etc.) and despite the collapse of 701

the dot-com bubble, the model of the firsttuesday events didn’t changed in five years. 702

The same types of players went on meeting offline weeks after weeks. 703

Secondly, the phylomemy reveals that the events have been focusing on three 704

different topics of discussion (highlighted in yellow in the Figure 10). These topics can 705

be understood as subsequent pivot moments in dawning web industry. The first one, in 706

2000, dealt with the question of emerging online business models such as market places, 707

b2b businesses, merchant and sales web sites, etc. But as theses models were the most 708

affected by the dot-com crash, the community had to quickly move to another interest: 709

the wireless and mobile trends in 2001. Influenced by the telecom and media industry, 710

firsttuesday events discussed the opportunities to expend the multimedia sector on 711

mobile devices and to make money from the location-based possibilities of the wireless 712

technology. Finally and simultaneously to the decrease of the community in 2002, the 713

discussion topics specialised in biotechnology and pharma-technology and 714

nanotechnology. We also notice at the same time the emergence of security and 715

education concerns. On the whole, the phylomemy witnesses the transition from the new 716

technology to the high technology. 717

Thirdly, a last type of vocabulary acted as connector between the different 718

technological topics addressed during the events. These particular elements of 719

vocabulary fall under scope of the entrepreneur myth [47]. Indeed, since the beginning 720

of the 20th century, entrepreneurs are socio-economical players for whom telling his 721

story and his legend becomes a tool of legitimization through the media or through 722

public meetings such as the firsttuesday. The continuity of the phylomemy is thus 723

interspersed by first person interviews whose aim was to create and enrich the 724

mythological figure of the entrepreneur. That is, an individual, who will succeed alone, 725

presented as brilliant or visionary and capable of changing the market and even the 726

society through the force of his ideas. Tinged with social darwinism [48], these 727

narratives were reinforced by the dot-com crash as witnessed by the use of the semantic 728

field of survival and by emphasizing on individual success despite a context of collective 729

failure. We notice that the use of these elements of story-telling invisible – as a side 730

effect – two important socio-economical players of the web economy: 1) the employees 731

of the startups and tech companies who are never mentioned in our corpus; 2) the 732

governments, administrations and public players who are only considered as obstacles 733

facing the growth of a new business. 734

4 Discussion 735

We believe that the visualizations and analyses obtained in section 3 are the most 736

advanced results we can get from the Internet Archive database. These explorations 737

have given us a good understanding of the evolution of a web site that disappeared over 738
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15 years ago. But if we now want to go further, archives alone will not be enough. 739

Indeed, we have reached the point where a return to the field is necessary. From a 740

Computational Social Sciences perspective, the next step will thus be to confront real 741

participants of the firsttuesday events to the results of our research and enrich our 742

analysis with the reality of their memories. We could then refine our visualisations in 743

the light of more accurate research questions. 744

A second possibility for improvement would be to make use of the quality measure 745

introduced in 2 in order to enrich the spatio-temporal scope of our experimental 746

material. Other web archives initiatives may have preserved additional and 747

complementary web areas to those already harvested by the Internet Archive. National 748

libraries may have a better coverage of the different local chapters than the global but 749

un-specialized Internet Archive database. Multiple archives corpora could thus be 750

combined and the possible quality improvement of the resulting set could eventually be 751

validated with our tools. 752

The current implementation of the Déndron library, and in particular the 753

visualization interface of the web cernes, seems to be reaching a display limit around 754

20.000 archived pages (or around networks of 30 to 40 archived web sites). This is 755

already a good improvement regarding existing works (see 1.6) and in particular the 756

Anemone project that was limited to a single archived web site. But if we want to 757

extend our work to the analysis of larger sub-parts of the Web further developments will 758

be necessary. Our next goal will be to scale up our method to the level of hundreds of 759

archived web sites. 760

But so far, the persistences approach and the use of web cernes appear to be very 761

efficient for exploration purposes. Indeed, the shape of the web cernes of a given 762

archived web site can be easily compared to the shapes of its neighbours (see 7). The 763

resulting shapes of web cernes satisfyingly catch the eyes of web archives explorers and 764

help them to discovered intriguing sub-area or even missing zones. We thus wonder 765

whether the shapes of web cernes could help us to classify types of dead web sites. Is 766

there something like a typical shape that could help us to detected in the blink of an 767

eye a forum among hundreds of other dead sites? 768

Finally, our approach is also limited to the only visible content of the archived web 769

sites. Interaction networks and phylomemies are only reconstructed on the basis of 770

informations strictly displayed on screen (raw textual descriptions, dates, places, etc.). 771

For the moment, we can’t investigate the pieces of code behind the structure of the web 772

sites, we can’t really question the internal technical choices of the targeted web 773

resources [31]. We need to work on this in order to – for instance – reconstruct a 774

phylomemy of elements of code, of JavaScript functions, of designed principles, etc. We 775

could thus reconstruct and analyse the evolution of the technical layer of the Web. 776

5 Conclusion 777

By introducing the notions of persistences and continuity spaces along with the 778

powerful visualization tools of web cernes, our study has made it possible to reconstruct 779

the structural and temporal evolution of an archived web site and to extend this 780

reconstruction to its direct neighbourhood. We have demonstrated that our method can 781

guide researchers through the exploration of large corpora of web archives by revealing, 782

thanks to a quality measure, the archived areas where an in-depth exploration can be 783

conducted. Furthermore, this quality measure allows - on mathematical grounds - to 784

qualify the temporal and structural validity of an analysis conducted on archives, to 785

compare several results based on a common corpus and to quantify the possible 786

enrichment of a set of archives via third-party data. Finally, we have illustrated our 787

method by applying it to the historical analysis of the archives of the firsttuesday.com 788
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web site, an analysis that will soon be extended to the entire firsttuesday.com 789

constellation with the help of historians. 790

But we also believe that our study can go beyond the simple exploration of web 791

archives. This paper is called to become the first step of a larger study of the 792

morphogenesis of the Web. That is to say, starting from the analysis of large 793

corpora of web archives to reconstruct the evolutionary structure of the Web from its 794

origins to the present day, in order to study its temporal dynamics through different 795

levels of complexity and to analyse the socio-technical mechanisms explaining the 796

emergence of online collective shapes22 (communities, controversies, etc.). 797

The study of morphogenesis is a field of research in the domain of Complex Systems 798

that studies the set of mechanisms explaining the appearance of structures and 799

controlling their shapes [49] (shape of dunes, structure of an embryo, organisation of a 800

system of cities, etc.). Knowing a target process, the morphogenesis is interested in the 801

notions of self-organisation, non-equilibrium states, attractors ... Although 802

morphogenesis is classically associated with natural systems, we have every reason to 803

believe that the Web would be a favourable field of study. Indeed, the empirical 804

observations made following the work of F. Ghitalla [50] have long revealed the 805

quasi-organic nature of the Web: its structure is constantly evolving and results from 806

the chaotic effects of a multitude of interacting processes inside or outside the Web 807

(emergence of networks of sites, technological innovations, socio-political shocks). Online 808

shapes emerge and evolve continuously and all the time and we think that persistences, 809

continuity spaces and web cernes can help researchers to reconstruct them from web 810

archives. So in the near future we will have to ask a fundamental question: what is a 811

shape on the Web? A community of Internet users, a viral image and its derivatives, a 812

string of characters, a network of hyperlinks... ? Are there recurring or characteristic 813

shapes? Do they depend on a specific spatio-temporal or socio-technical context? What 814

factors can explain the viability of an online shape? The set of entities that form a 815

community? The structure of their interactions? The nature of the border that 816

separates them from the rest of the network? How can these shapes be characterized 817

dynamically? etc. 818

Supporting information 819

S1 Appendix. We use the free text-mining software GarganText [7] to synthesize the 820

scientific landscape of web archiving. We first extract from the web of Science, Scopus, 821

Jstor and Hal a corpus of 738 papers metadata (title, date and abstract) matching the 822

query “web archiv*”23. GarganText uses natural language processing algorithms to 823

extract meaningful terms and expressions from the raw documents. We manually refine 824

this first list to shape a definitive set of 1080 representative terms. The conditional 825

probability of having one term knowing another is then computed. The resulting map 826

Figure 1 is thus a semantic network that shows scientific topics connected one another 827

by proximity of uses regarding the original papers. There, nodes are topics and links are 828

proximity measure, this graph is spatialized with Gephi. At a global scale, the map 829

reveals communities of topics (numbered dense areas of nodes) that can be understood 830

as sub research fields of web archiving. 831

S2 Appendix. Déndron is a free (AGPL + CECILL v3) Python library (Python V3) 832

for exploring web archives. Déndron is made of 9 python scripts. An example command 833

is added at the beginning of each script. The scripts produce one or more output file 834

22Collective shapes are shapes resulting from entities in dynamic interactions within a given environ-
ment [49]

23The corpus, the vocabulary can be download at https://doi.org/10.7910/DVN/EAFOHY
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Fig 11. Close up of the web cernes reconstructed from the archives of firsttuesday.com.
We here focus on partitions 7,8 and 9, aka the events’ descriptions. The blue lines
features continuity cliques between persistences (the black lines).

saved in /output/. getArchives.py requests for all the unique archived urls sharing 835

the same prefix from the Internet Archives API. archivesToLinks.py gets all the 836

internal/external hyperlinks from a list of archived urls. sortLinks.py distributes raw 837

archived citation links among internals, externals, neighbourhood and emails dedicated 838

lists. linksToUnarchived.py finds unarchived pages among internal archived links. 839

linksToSiteTree.py reconstructs the tree like structure of a web site from its archived 840

and unarchived pages. archivesToPersistences.py groups the archived and 841

unarchived pages by url and aggregate their timestamped snapshots to create 842

persistences. persistencesToGraph.py finds continuity links between persistences. 843

graphToCliques.py finds cliques within a continuity graph. graphToCernes.py sorts 844

the archived an unarchived pages regarding their continuity links and href citations, it 845

then saves a file of web cernes. In addition, in the folder /viz/, there is a standalone 846

web page web-cernes.html designed to visualize and explore the web cernes produced 847

by the script graphToCernes.py. Déndron is downloadable at 848

https://gitlab.iscpif.fr/qlobbe/dendron. 849
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Fig 12. Degree distribution computed with Gephi of the firsttuesday constellation

Fig 13. Close up of chapters made of non-overlapping cliques but related to a specific
year. Nodes are colors by years (blue for 2000, purple for 2001, light green for 2002,
orange for 2003, dark green for 2004 and pink for 2005)
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